Computational color constancy refers to the problem of computing the illuminant color so that the images of a scene under varying illumination can be normalized to an image under the canonical illumination. In this paper, we adopt a deep learning framework for the illumination estimation problem. The proposed method works under the assumption of uniform illumination over the scene and aims for the accurate illuminant color computation. Specifically, we trained the convolutional neural network to solve the problem by casting the color constancy problem as an illumination classification problem. We designed the deep learning architecture so that the output of the network can be directly used for computing the color of the illumination. Experimental results show that our deep network is able to extract useful features for the illumination estimation and our method outperforms all previous color constancy methods on multiple test datasets.
Introduction
Color constancy is the ability of the human vision system to ensure that perceived color of a scene remains relatively constant under varying illumination. The goal of the computational color constancy research is to have the computer emulate this capability of the human vision system.
An image of a scene is photographed as follows:
where ρ k (x) is the intensity of each channel at pixel location x, E(λ) is the illuminant spectrum, S(λ, x) is the surface reflectance at pixel location x, and R k (λ) is the camera spectral sensitivity for each channel. In the computational color constancy, the objective is to compute the chromaticity of illumination ρ E k :
The difficulty of solving for ρ E k in Equation (2) lies in the illposedness of the problem as there are infinite number of combinations of the illuminant color and the surface color that result in the same image value ρ.
In this paper, we adopt a deep learning framework to solve the color constancy problem. The deep learning has shown to be very useful for discovering hidden representations in large data. Among many deep learning systems, the convolutional Email addresses: sw.oh@yonsei.ac.kr (Seoung Wug Oh), seonjookim@yonsei.ac.kr (Seon Joo Kim) neural network(CNN) has recently gained huge popularity due to its remarkable success in object classification [1] . Today, the CNN has been successfully applied in various computer vision tasks, including object recognition [2] , object detection [3] , face verification [4] , and semantic segmentation [5] .
One of the principal factors behind the success of CNN on such a wide range of problems is that it does not require manually designed features for specific tasks. Instead, the system learns to extract useful features for a given task from a large number of training samples.
Inspired by this learning capability of the CNN, we trained a deep learning architecture for our own task: the illumination estimation. We propose a deep learning based color constancy algorithm by casting the illumination estimation problem as a classification problem. By finding effective ways to transform the illumination estimation as an illumination classification problem and then to compute the accurate illumination chromaticity from the classification results, we are able to fully exploit the discriminating power of the CNN.
Experimental results show that the CNN was able to extract useful features for the illumination estimation and our method outperforms all previous color constancy methods on multiple test datasets. While the CNN has shown to work very well for a variety of high level computer vision problems such as object recognition, the significance of this work lies in the fact that we are able to show that the CNN can be powerful in solving low level computer vision problems (color or appearance based) as well.
Related Work
Computing the illumination from a given image is an active research topic in computer vision and the work on this problem can be divided into two categories: statistics-based methods and learning-based methods.
Statistics-based Illumination Estimation
Statistics-based methods estimate the illumination with a strong assumption on the scene statistics. One major line of statistic-based method is based on assumptions on the greyness of the scene color statistics. The well-known Grey-World [6] and White-Patch [7, 8] algorithms and their extended versions (Shades of Grey [9] and Grey-Edge [10] ) fall into this category. The methods in this group assume certain kinds of reflectance statistics (e.g., average reflectance, max reflectance, and average reflectance difference) in the scene to be achromatic.
Another line of statistics-based methods estimate the illumination by analyzing the physical property of the scene. They exploit the statistics of the bright and the dark pixels [11, 12] , specular highlights [13, 14] , or grey pixels [15] as important cues for the illumination estimation.
Recently, understanding the mechanism of the human visual system (HVS) has been found to be useful in building the statistical assumptions by mimicking the human built-in ability of color constancy [16, 17] . One limitation of these approaches is that we are still far from fully understanding the mechanism of the HVS. In this regard, we believe our deep learning approach which train HVS inspired complex model (CNN) with large data to simulate color information processing on the human brain could make a breakthrough for the problem of the computational color constancy because we do not need to know how it works specifically.
Although the statistics-based methods are computationally efficient and do not require training data, the performance of these methods are usually not on par with the learning-based methods.
Learning-based Illumination Estimation
Learning-based methods can be further categorized into two groups according to what they learn: combinatorial methods and direct methods.
Combinatorial methods find the best combination of the statistics-based methods for an input image based on the scene contents. Various scene characteristics, including scene semantics [18] , indoor/outdoor classification [19] , 3D geometry [20] , low-level visual properties [21] , and natural image statistics [22] are used to find the best combination. Refer to the survey paper [23] for more information.
Direct methods build their own estimation model and estimate the illumination by learning the model from the training data. Gamut-based methods [24, 25, 26] find the canonical gamut from the training data and estimate the illumination by mapping the gamut of the input image into the canonical gamut. Distributions of the pixel intensity and the chromaticity are used as the key features for estimating the illumination in the correlation framework [27] , the neural network based method [28] , the support vector regression [29] , and the Bayesian framework [30, 31] . In [32, 26] , the derivative structure and the spatial distribution of the image are used for the illumination estimation.
Recent studies show that relatively simple features related to the color statistics can be used to give accurate results with computationally efficient machine learning techniques [33, 34, 35] . It is also shown that the high and the mid-level representation of the scene, in addition to the chromatic features, are useful for data driven approaches. Both the surface texture feature and the color histogram are used for the exemplar-based learning that finds similar surfaces [36] and for the optimization of bilayer sparse coding model for the illumination estimation [37] .
The selection of features is one of the most important part in the learning based methods. In most learning based work, the features are manually selected based on heuristics and simple assumptions. Recently, deep learning (CNN) based systems for the illumination estimation has been proposed [38, 39] . These methods integrate the feature learning and the regression by minimizing the Euclidean loss on the illuminant color. They show that relatively shallow network [38] or deep network [39] trained to regress input image into the illuminant chromaticity can produce good results.
The biggest difference between our framework and previous learning based methods is that we transform the illumination estimation problem to a classification problem on real illuminants. In previous learning based work, the illumination estimation is often considered as a regression based on various features. In our deep learning based framework, the features that are useful for distinguishing the training samples under different illuminants are learned automatically. We show that discriminative learning based on the CNN outperform previous learning-based color constancy algorithms.
Convolutional Neural Network for Illumination Estimation
3.1. System Overview Figure 1 shows the overview of our system. The training images are first clustered according to the illumination color assigned to each image ( Fig. 1(a) ) and the images with the new labels are used to train our convolutional neural network system. Our deep network is designed to output the probabilities of the given image belonging to each illumination cluster ( Fig. 1(b) ). After the training, the illumination color of a test image is computed by combining the outputs from our CNN as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
Clustering the Illuminants
One of the key factors in enabling the CNN to work well with the illumination estimation is the illumination clustering stage. In principal, the CNN learns multi-scale features that can discriminate different classes the best. Therefore, one can expect the CNN to work well for the problems in which the classes are well separable and not so well for the cases where the classes ... ... [40] . The ground truth illuminant in rg chromaticity space is shown under each image. We cannot use the given illuminant directly as the labels to train the CNN because the illuminations are too similar. The classification becomes easier when clustering similar illuminations (each row of images in this example) into a new label.
are not so well distinguished. The illumination estimation problem falls into the latter case without further groupings, because there exist many similar illuminations in the world. For example, while 568 images were given in the Gehler-Shi dataset [40] , many of the images are taken under very similar lighting conditions as shown in Fig. 2 . If we directly use this type of training data with many similar illuminations, it is a little too much to expect the CNN to learn to discriminate all those similar illuminations well. Therefore, we propose to first cluster the illuminations in the training data to group similar illuminations so that the classes become further apart, which makes the classification easier for the CNN.
For the clustering, we use the K-means algorithm with the angular distance δ angle as the distance measure:
where e a and e b are the given illuminant color for images a and b. We empirically chose K = 25 for the Gehler-Shi set [40] , K = 20 for Gray-Ball set [41] , and K = 50 for NUS 8-camera set [11] . The effect of K is discussed in Section 5. After the clustering, the training images with the new illumination labels are fed into our CNN for the learning.
Convolutional Neural Network Architecture
We adopt the CNN architecture proposed in [1] , which has shown to work well for various problems [42, 43] . From this basic structure, we have made the following changes in the network. The sparse connections in the layers 3,4,5 for multi-GPU implementation are replaced with dense connections for the single GPU system. The number of output units in the final 
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Figure 3: The structure of our deep convolutional neural network. 
fully-connected layer is of course changed to match the number of classes K used in our problem. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the CNN consists of five feature extraction layers of the convolution and the max-pooling, followed by three fully-connected layers. Other hyper-parameters of the network including the filter size, the strides, and the number of feature map are shown in Fig. 3 . The rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation is applied to the response of every hidden layer except for the final fullyconnected layer, which is directly connected to the softmax layer. The responses of the first and the second feature extraction layers are normalized as done in [1] and the dropout [44] is applied to the fully-connected layer 6 and 7 for the regularization. As the CNN is used for the illumination classification, we place the softmax layer that is often used to represent the probability distribution over classes at the end of network [1, 45, 46] . Therefore, our CNN outputs a vector of length K, of which the elements are always positive and sum to 1. The ultimate goal of our system is to compute the chromaticity of the illumination, so we must infer the final color from the probability. The illumination estimation procedure is described in Section 3.5.
Training strategy
One well known nature of the deep learning is that it requires a large amount of data to train the deep structures to extract the generalized feature representation and to avoid the overfitting. This is a problem for using the deep learning for color constancy because the available datasets for color constancy do not contain sufficient data. The Gehler-Shi set provides 568 images, the Gray-Ball set provides 11,346 images (highly correlated as they are from video clips), and the NUS 8-camera set provides 1,736 images from 8 different cameras resulting in about 200 distinct scenes. To deal with the lack of data, the network is first trained with a very large dataset used for the object classification and then the learned weights are used as the initial weights to optimize the network for our own task. This type of strategy is called the transfer learning [47] and we pretrained our deep network using the ImageNet database [48] which contains 1.2 million images. With this strategy, the optimization converges much faster than starting from the scratch and it also prevents the network from overfitting to a small amount of the training data.
To further overcome the lack of training data and to prevent overfitting, we also augmented the training data by adding more data through various transformations:
Input images are rotated by r ∈ [−10, −5, 0, 5, 10] degrees.
• Translation: Image patches are cropped at random image positions.
• Scale: Input images are scaled while we resize cropped patches with different size (from 250 to 1000) to CNN input size.
• Flips: Input images are horizontally flipped.
We make 200 input patches for CNN from an image. In the test phase, the same transformations are applied to test images making 200 input patches and the results of CNN from each patch is averaged.
It should be emphasized that the transforms that alter the RGB color values may lead to the loss of essential cues for the illuminant classification, so we only augment the training samples with color-preserving transformations that do not affect the chromatic information of the images.
The optimization procedure of our CNN for the illumination classification is similar to the one used for the object classification [1] . The network is optimized to output probability distributions over possible illuminant classes. For a given input image x, the CNN F is learned to predict the probability distri-
where the k th element ofŷ represents P (y = k|x). The weights of the CNN are learned by minimizing the following multinomial negative log-likelihood loss L:
whereŷ = F(x) is the output of the CNN,ŷ c is the c th element ofŷ, c is the ground truth label for image x, and the W is the weight of the network.
The network parameters are updated by the stochastic gradient descent with the batch size of 100 samples, the momentum of 0.9, and the weight decay of 0.0005. The derivative of the loss is back-propagated through the network to update the entire network parameters. We set the learning rate differently by the layers: the learning rate for first convolution layer and the last two fully-connected layers are 10 times larger than the other layers. This is because the first and the last layers should be more tuned for our specific task as the system is first pretrained for different data and task (object classification).
Illumination Estimation
Given the network F which is trained according to the loss function Eq. (5), we estimate the single illumination color of a test image from the prediction:ŷ = F(x). As explained, our CNN F is trained to predict the probability of a given image x belonging to one of K illumination classes [45, 46] :
. . .
Since our goal is to compute the illumination of a given image not just the cluster index among K groups, we need to compute the final illuminant chromaticity from the output in Equation (6) . One trivial solution is to take the center of the cluster that gives maximum probability (arg min kŷk ). However, this approach is not suitable for estimating the illuminant color because it limits the possible illuminant to K illuminants. For this purpose, we estimate the final illuminant chromaticity e by computing the weighted average of the cluster centers (µ i ) with the weights being P (y = i|x) from the CNN output:
With this approach, our system can estimate illuminants in a more flexible way as seen in Fig. 4 .
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our CNN based color constancy algorithm which is implemented by using the Caffe package [51] on a machine with a NVIDIA GTX 970 GPU. We compare our method with many existing methods using the publicly available datasets and the following error metric was used for the comparisons:
err angle (e a , e b ) = 180
where e a · e b is the dot product of e a and e b , and · denotes the Euclidean norm. For fair comparisons, we follow the same experimental settings as in [50] and use the cross validation strategy to test every image in the dataset. For the error values of other methods, we directly use the values reported in previous works.
We first test our method using the Gehler-Shi set [30, 40] which contains 568 high quality images from two DSLR cameras. To evaluate the entire dataset, we use the 3-fold cross validation as done in [50] . The color checker inside each image is masked out before training and testing. The results are reported in Table 2 and our method outperforms all previous works in every test category. The training time for the GehlerShi set is 24 hours and the test time is 32 minutes (3.4 seconds per image).
Next, we used the Gray-ball set made by Ciurea and Funt [41] , which contains 11,346 images from 15 video clips of the real world scenes at various places. Because the images in this dataset are highly correlated within the clips, we have to ensure that the correlated images do not exist both in the training set and the test set. For this, we use the 15-fold cross validation which divides the dataset according to 15 video clips, as proposed in [50] . The gray sphere is masked out before the training and the testing. We use the linearized version of the Gray-ball set (inverting the gamma correction) and the evaluation is done with recomputed ground truth in [50] . Our method is again evaluated as the most accurate in all categories as shown in Table 3 .
The third dataset used for the evaluation is the NUS 8-camera set [11] which is composed of images of roughly 200 scenes taken with 8 different DSLR cameras. What is interesting about this dataset is that a set of scenes is observed under different cameras and the system is trained separately for different cameras in the original work [11, 33] . In contrast, we learn our CNN models by training the data from different cameras altogether to test the learning capability of our system. The evaluation for our method is done without the knowledge of the test sample's camera model, and it make the problem more challenging. Note that the evaluation is done by the 3-fold cross validation using all of images from eight cameras. Table 4 shows the performance of various methods on this dataset and the results for each camera on the dataset are reported separately as done in [33] . Figure 7 : Feature space visualization of te 7th layer of our CNN using the t-SNE method (We recommend to view this figure digitally with zoom). Input patches are located at the resulting two-dimensional feature space. Input patches are well separated according to the scene illuminant.
On this particular dataset, the performance of our method and the method in [33] are evaluated to be similar. Since the dataset contains only 200 scenes, we believe that the accuracy of our method will increase with more data.
In addition to the quantitative evaluations, we provide a qualitative analysis of our method in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5 , several images from different datasets are shown along with illumination corrected images using different methods. Our method produces visually pleasing outputs on both indoor and outdoor images, even for some extreme cases.
Discussion
The CNN has shown impressive classification performance in many computer vision problems, especially for recognition problems such as the object recognition and the face recognition. However, researchers are still trying to understand what is being learned by the CNN and why it works so well [52, 53] .
In the previous section, we have shown that using the CNN also improves the computational color constancy performance. We provide further analysis as an attempt to understand what is being learned by the CNN in our problem.
Network Visualization
To understand what is being learned by the CNN in our problem, we visualized some of the features of the CNN in Fig. 6 . First, we visualize the first layer convolution filters. The initial filters that are pretrained using the ImageNet database [48] and the learned filters after the training with Gehler-Shi set [40] are shown to compare the features for the object classification versus the features for the illumination classification. We can observe that chromatic filters which pass specific colors are newly obtained, and some existing achromatic edge filters are replaced with chromatic edge filters. Next, we averaged top 300 receptive fields that give the largest response at the end of the fifth layer to find out what features are represented by the hidden units as done in [54] . Again we compare the results before and after the training, and it is observed that each hidden unit is activated by receptive fields with different color impressions.
Additionally, we visualize the feature space of the 7th layer (4096 dimensional feature for the last fully connected layer) to further analyze what is learned during the training. We use the t-SNE method [55] , which is one of the famous tools to transform a high-dimensional space into a two-dimensional space (Fig. 7) . We can observe that input patches are well separated according to the scene illuminant in the feature space.
Experiments on Synthetic Images
As an indirect way to show that our learning system is extracting useful color features, we conducted additional experiments with synthetic images as shown in Fig. 8 . In this experiments, we created synthetic images under different illuminations by multiplying synthetic illumination colors to the original image with the neutral illumination. We then estimated the illuminant color for each synthetic image using our CNN based estimator, of which the results are shown in Fig. 8 . The accurate results from these experiments indicate that our system is learning useful color features as the scene contents are exactly the same among the images.
Determination and validation of K
The first step of our algorithm is to cluster the illuminants in the training data into K clusters. There is a trade-off between the difficulty of training the deep network and the final illumination estimation according to the choice of K. With a small K, the CNN can be easily trained to classify a test image into the right illumination cluster but the final illumination estimation may fail to recover the accurate illuminant color from the coarse probability distribution. On the other hand, with a large K, the trining becomes more difficult but an accurate illumination color can be computed for correctly classified samples.
In this paper, we decide the value of K based on the illumination distribution of each dataset, which is closely related to the number of cameras used 1 . With a large illumination space, a larger K is used. The space of the illuminant color grows with the number of cameras as each camera represents the scene with their own color space 2 . Figure 9 shows the illuminant plots for two datasets captured with two and eight cameras. We simply picked the value of K for each dataset based on the number of camera. For the SFU Gray-ball set [41] which was captured using a single camera, we set K to a lower number 20. For the NUS 8-camera set [11] which was captured using eight cameras, we set K to a large number 50.
To validate our method of choosing K, we conducted experiments with different K's. Figure 10 shows the median angular Figure 5: Some example images corrected using the estimated illuminant from various methods. The angular error is shown on the bottom right corner. Test images are corrected based on following 10 methods: Grey-world [6] , White-patch [8] , 1 st -order Grey-edge [10] , Pixel-based Gamut [26] , Bayesian [30] , Spatio-spectral [32] , Natural Image Statistics [22] , Exemplar-based [36] , and our method. For the existing methods, the results reported in [49] are directly used.
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Fifth feature extraction layer (learned) Fifth feature extraction layer (initial) Figure 6 : Visualization of the learned features. First and second columns show first convolution filters before and after the training. Third and fourth columns show visualization of fifth feature extraction layers before and after the training. We can observe that our CNN system becomes sensitive to color information in images after the training. (b) NUS 8-camera (K = 50) Figure 9 : The space of illumination color for two datasets: Gehler-shi [40] , NUS 8-camera [11] . Colored dots are illumination chromaticities from different cameras. Plus marks are cluster centers. The illumination space generally grows with the number of cameras. [41] and the NUS 8-camera set [11] requires larger K than the Gehler-Shi set [40] .
7.50º
(a) 11.77º (b) 7.14º (c) 27.25º (d) Figure 11 : Some failure cases. Our system fails in the cases of unrealistic scenes((a), (c)), and in case that the ground truth illuminant can not represent the illumination of entire scene((b), (d)). error on three dataset with different choice of K's. Note that the errors reported here are based on a validation set to test the effect of K and they can be different from the results on the full dataset in Section 4. The results of the two datasets (Gehler-Shi [40] , NUS 8-camera [11] ) in which the RAW images are provided, are as expected. However, the SFU Grayball set [41] that provides color-processed images requires more clusters than expected. We believe that this is due to the nonlinear in-camera processing [56] (such as tone mapping and gamut mapping), which widens the space of the illumination color. However, the selection of K within proper range (10 to 50) shows reasonable performance for all the datasets.
Failure Cases
In Fig. 11 , we show some failure cases of our work from different datasets. As can been seen, the system fails when it faces unrealistic scenes that are rarely observed in the training sets such as photos of paintings. The system also fails when the assumption of a single illuminant is violated.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a deep learning based computational color constancy algorithm. The deep learning is making a huge impact in the computer vision research, especially in the high level scene recognition and classification problems. The main contribution of this paper is that we have presented a way to apply the CNN for a low-level scene understanding problem in estimating the illuminant color. We have validated outstanding performance of our method by comparing it to numerous previous methods with publicly available datasets and we have also shown some interesting insights to our learning system. In the future, we are interested in applying different deep architectures to the color constancy problem including the unsupervised methods. We are also interested in estimating the illumination on a smaller scale such as on pixel or patch levels, so as to deal with the mixed illumination scenes. Finally, we believe that having more comprehensive database for color constancy would increase the performance of the deep learning based algorithm even more. We plan on putting a lot of effort into designing and implementing a big color constancy database for deep learning.
